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This study investigates empirical issues that have received little attention in the
previous research in the Korean capital market. It is to find any financial determinants on the
capital structure for the firms listed in the KOSDAQ (Korea Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation). Coupled with one of the hypotheses to test for any financial attributes or
characteristics on the capital structure, another test is performed to find any possible discriminating
factors by utilizing a robust methodology, which may distinguish between the firms belonging the
'prime section' and the 'venture section' in terms of their financial aspects. Moreover, the null
hypothesis that the changing trend or movement of a firm's capital structure with respect to its
industry mean (or median) may be random, is also tested for the sample firms listed in the
KOSDAQ stock market. For the book-value based debt ratios, size(INSIZE), growth(GROWTH),
Market to book value of equity(MVBV), volatility(VOLATILITY), market value of equity (MVE)
and section dummy (SECTION) showed their statistically significant effects on the book-value
based leverage ratios, respectively. On the other hand, size(INSIZE), growth(GROWTH), market
value of equity(MVE), beta(BETA) and section dummy (SECTION) showed their statistically
significant effects on the market-value based leverage ratios, respectively. Moreover, this study
found an interesting result that a firm belonging to each corresponding industry has a tendency for
reversion toward its mean and median leverage ratios over the five-year tested period.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This study investigates empirical issues that
have received little attention in the previous
research in the Korean capital market. It is to
find any financial determinants on the capital
structure for the firms listed in the KOSDAQ
(Korea Securities Dealers Automated Quotation).
There has so far been more research on the
findings of possible determinants for the listed

companies in the KOSPI (Korea Composite Stock
Price Index), compared to those for the firms
belonging to the KOSDAQ. [1] In this paper,
coupled with one of the hypotheses to test for
any financial attributes or characteristics on the
capital structure, another test is performed to
find any possible discriminating factors by
utilizing a robust methodology, which may
discriminate between the firms belonging the
'prime section' and the 'venture section' in
terms of their financial attributes. Moreover, the

null hypothesis that the reverting trend or
movement of a firm's capital structure with
respect to its industry mean (or median) may be
random, is also tested for the sample firms listed
in the KOSDAQ stock market.
It seems to be plausible to interpret the current
situations implying why there have been
relatively few studies concerning the firms listed
in the KOSDAQ, by understanding the following
reasons: First, the Korean capital market has
been classified as an emerging one, taking into
account of its relatively short history and
medium size in comparison with its counterparts,
advanced capital markets. Accordingly, priority
within the Korean domestic capital markets, may
so far be given to the researches on the firms
belonging to the KOSPI rather than those of the
firms belonging to the KOSDAQ. Second, many
practitioners including equity analysts in
investment banks or domestic securities
corporations may be less motivated to analyze
and value at least some of the firms classified
into the KOSDAQ, due to their frequent
accounting scandals and moral hazard at
management level. Third, due to the shorter
history and the smaller size of the KOSDAQ
firms than those of the firms in the KOSPI, less
qualitative and quantitative data to be analyzed
seem to be available, coupled with less reliable
and consistent financial data as described in [2]
and [3].
However, the Korean capital market is currently
in the transition to be classified into he advanced
one with its increasing size in volume and active
investments by foreign institutional investors.
Hence, from the institutional and individual
perspectives, it would be useful to find any
financialr characteristics of the firms listed in
KOSDAQ taking into account considering its

relatively less attention in previous literature, as
described above. Given the dynamically
changing global economic circumstances
including the bilateral agreements such as the
Korea-U.S. FTA(free trade agreement) and the
Korea-EU FTA, increasing number of large
foreign firms are expected to establish their new
subsidiaries in the Korean domestic market.
Conversely, major export-driven Korean
companies are currently organizing their new
foreign-based entities using managerial
strategies such as minimizing currency-risk
exposure.[4] Therefore, for the benefits of theory
and practice, the results obtained in this study
would be useful for multinational corporations in
both advanced capital and emerging capital
markets (including Korea) when considering to
establish their long-term capital structures.
From the perspectives of domestic policy-makers
implementing financial policies or regulations, the
results of this study may be taken into account
in order to prevent or minimize unstable and
unpleasant financial situations, as occurred in the
years of 1997 and 2008.
Regarding the data collection utilized in this
stduy, this research employed the most recent
sample data for the firms listed in the KOSDAQ
during the 5-year period from the years of 2006
to 2010. Moreover, this research used more
strict criteria than those in most of the previous
literature in order to obtain more reliable and
representative sample firms as described later.
The major and interesting dependent
variables(DVs) selected as proxies for capital
structure or leverage in this study, have been
tested at both market- and book-value levels for
performing more comprehensive investigations to
achieve the objective of this particular study to
find any possible determinants of the capital
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structure.
The paper is organized as follows: The first
section is to introduce the motivations or
objectives of performing this particular study and
the second section is the review of previous
theoretical and empirical literature, primarily
focusing on the possible determinants of a
firm's capital structure. Then a description of
the data collection and major methodologies
employed, are illustrated. The followings are the
analyses and interpretations of the empirical
findings in the context of the Korean domestic
capital markets. Finally, a summary is concluded
in the last section.
2. PREVIOUS LITERATURE

There have been extensive researches centered
on the firm's capital structure, leverage or debt
ratio, since the publication of the original and
renowned article by Modigliani-Miller (M&M)
presenting that there would be no optimal capital
structure under the assumptions of perfect capital
markets with no taxe.[5]. Since then, many
studies have sought to find determinants which
may affect to find optimal capital structure
assuming the imperfect capital markets of the
practical world.
The study by [6] presented that industry was not
a determinant of corporate leverage ratios in the
manufacturing sectors in the U.S., while [7]
employed the multiple comparison procedure to
find any significant difference between each pair
of the sample industries. Once Scott obtained
the resulting one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) inference against the null hypothesis
of no industry influence, he performed a multiple
comparison test and concluded that the

inter-industry differences were pervasive in the
capital structure of U.S. firms. [8] found other
statistically significant determinants of capital
structure, such as growth, profitability, and
international risk in their study.
[9] presented that the optimal policy for
maximizing the market value of a firm with no
corporate taxes is not to issue debt at all,
resulting in the “under-investment problem” by
the shareholders of the firm. He theorized that
real options, which may engender positive
investment opportunities, seemed to have
limitations as security for debt claims due to the
thin and imperfect secondary markets. [10]
hypotheized to test the relationships between a
firm’s capital structure and its industry class,
size, business risk, and operating leverage as
possible determinants of capital structure. The
variable to proxy for Industry class was found to
be weakly, but statistically significant.
Moreover, size and operating leverage seemed to
be associated curvilinearly, and linearly with
negative slope, respectively, relating to the debt
ratios at book value.
[11] showed that a firm’s market value based
leverage ratio remained inversely related to the
volatility of its earnings and financial distress
proxied by research & development (R&D) and
advertising expenses. But, it was positively
related to the previously mentioned non-debt tax
shields, regardless of the inclusion of industry
dummy variables in the model. The concept of
the “secured debt” hypothesis argued in previous
finance literature was also adopted to interpret
this perverse and positive relationship between
non-debt tax shields and financial leverage.
The study performed by [12] demonstrated
negative and significant relationships between
the level of non-debt tax shields and average
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debt ratio at the industry level across most
sample years. Moreover, they tested the
tendency of mean reversion of the sample firms
belonging to their respective industries in terms
of capital structure based up the 5-year and 10
year time period. [13] compared the capital
structures between U.S. and Japanese
corporations. He found that there were
significant differences in capital structure
between the two countries on a book value basis,
after controlling for other factors such as
profitability, risk, growth, and size, as well as
industry classification. Most of the mature and
heavy Japanese industries had higher leverage
than their U.S. counterparts at either book- or
market-value basis. [14] concluded the
relationship between the agency costs of debt
and the agency costs of equity by stating that
the advantage of issuing debt to reduce the
agency costs of equity may be offset by the
agency costs of debt resulting primarily from the
risk incentive and/or the under-investment
incentive problems.
The differences in market value based leverage
between U.S. based multinational corporations
(MNCs) and U.S. domestic corporations (DCs)
were tested by [15] for the purpose of global
comparison. They found that MNCs were less
leveraged than DCs. Moreover, MNCs had
higher agency costs of debt than those of DCs,
even if the bankruptcy costs were insignificant
for both groups. In particular, MNCs in the
technology industries maintained their lower debt
ratios at market value than their domestic
counterparts due to the higher monopoly rents
and less political risk exposure. The reverse
result was true for MNCs in non-high
technology industries such as the textile &
apparel and the mining industries. [16] also

tested the hypotheses of a relationship between
diversification and leverage over the period
1986-1990. They found a negative significant
relationship between international diversification
and leverage only for US companies, primarily
due to increasing agency costs and uncertainties
such as political and foreign exchange risks.
The relationship between product diversification
and capital structure was also found to be
positive significant across the 30 sample nations.
A new approach, covering a broad spectrum of
possible determinants of capital structure, was
tested by [17]. They presented that profitability
had a significantly negative relationship with
market value based debt ratios, while growth,
non-debt tax shields, volatility, and asset
structure were not generally associated with the
various measures of leverage. Moreover, small
sized firms had more short-term debt financing
than large firms, due to the high transaction
costs when issuing long-term securities. An
empirical study on Japanese firms found that
only the profitability measure showed
significantly significant relationships (which
were negative) with regard to both the bookand market- value based leverage ratios; this is
out of four independent variables tested
(profitability, risk, non-debt tax shields, and
dividend payout ratio). [18]
[19] also performed an extensive empirical study
to investigate the determinants of corporate
leverage and dividend policies from the data of
6,780 U.S. companies for the years 1963 to 1993.
Especially, a firm’s market-to-book ratio as a
proxy for investment opportunities showed a
statistically significant negative relationship with
leverage ratio. They found that there was a
statistically significant positive relationship
between a firm’s leverage and its earnings
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increase to proxy for signaling effects.
[20] tested financial characteristics which may
discriminate successful group from unsuccessful
group sampled by the 51 KOSDAQ firms. By
employing two separate tests such as Wilcoxon
rank-sum test and logit analysis, this study
found that all the tested variables excluding
equity turnover ratio, showed their statistically
significant effects to discriminate between the
two groups in the former test result. Moreover,
the EBIT(earinings before interest & taxes) ratio
was significant at 5% level.
[21] investigated as the sample data, 16 European
countries including the U.K. and France to find
whether managers in those countries agreed with
US managers in what the determinants of capital
structure are. The null hypothesis that they
agreed was accepted. The study by [22]
examined the determinants of corporate leverage
in the Asia Pacific region, including Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, and Australia, during the
period of 1993-2001. They presented that the
firm size effect on leverage was statistically
significant and positive for most countries in the
region after the 1997 Asian financial crisis.
Across all sample countries for the entire period
studied, non-debt tax shield, liquidity, and share
price performance, among several explanatory
variables tested, showed their statistically
significant effects on debt raios.
[23] compared capital structures between
developed and emerging markets considering
7968 firms comprising 44 countries (22 developed
markets vs. 22 emerging markets) during the
period of 1994-2000. The amount of leverage,
defined as total liabilities to total assets, in the
emerging markets were found to be statistically
significantly higher than those belonging to the

developed markets. For example, they also noted
that the median leverage ratio of Korean sample
firms was 72% in 1994, but declined to 52% in
2000, following the Asian financial crisis.
By employing a large panel for the years
1992-2001, the time period that included the preand post-financial crisis in South Korea, [24]
found that there were systematic relationships
between the capital structure and the explanatory
variables for asymmetric information cost. The
firm size effect on the capital structure was
insignificant or significantly negative at the
higher levels of leverage, as the companies did
not seem to be able to borrow at favorable terms
in the capital markets, as their leverage became
too high. By employing the time dummies, they
described that industrial and financial
restructuring policies adopted after the 1997
Asian financial crisis might lead to a pervasive
shift in the relationship between firms’ financing
and the costs resulting from asymmetric
information.
The study performed by [25] investigates two
prolonged controversial issues concerning Korean
Chaebols vs. non-Chaebols. The Korean Chaebol
can be thought of, in a macro sense, as similar to
the Japanese Keiretsu, although there are several
differences which are noted in the paper. One of
the issues investigated is whether firms
belonging to the Chaebol in Korea have different
market-value based debt ratios than their
counterparts not belonging to the Chaebol. If
this is so, there are several managerial
implications. Results indicate that, for the period
studied, firms in the chaebol did have a higher
mean leverage than their counterparts. The other
issue addressed used logistic regression analysis
to determine that firms belonging to the chaebol
appeared to possess different levels of the
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following characteristics, in comparison with
firms not belonging to the chaebol.
By utilizing the logistic regression model, [26]
tested to develop falling prediction model for the
firms listed in KOSDAQ. They employed
explanatory variables in terms of growth,
liquidity, leverage, profitability, and activity.
They found that the accuracy of classification of
the models by year was between 76.5% and
77.5%, while the mean model showed its
accuracy between 70.6% and 83.4%.
The study performed by [27] is to perform
several major analyses to find any differences in
the leverage between the pre- and post-period of
the Asian financial or currency crisis. Moreover,
another aspect is to investigate a financial aspect
which has received relatively little attention to
the firms and/or industries in the emerging
capital markets in comparison to those in the
advanced markets. The purpose of this empirical
study is to confirm whether or not, it is myth or
reality that Korean business conglomerate,
chaebol, firms with subsidized financing from
government-owned
domestic
financial
institutions in the pre-financial turmoil, may still
maintain their higher leverage, even after the
crisis. It was found that firms belonging to the
chaebol in Korea maintained higher average
book-value and market-value based debt ratios,
relative to their counterparts not belonging to the
chaebol across all of the tested models. This
study identified that there were no differences in
the explanatory variables included, between the
tested models (that is, without and with
including the present value of an operating lease)
related to each debt ratio. Since the Korean
government continue to improve the corporate
governance of the domestic firms in terms of
accounting transparency and corporate

ownership, it would be more efficient, if utilizing
this "new" ratio considering an operating lease as
an effective measurement of the level of
leverage.
3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Collection

As described, this research employed the sample
firms listed in the KOSDAQ during the 5-year
period from the years of 2006 to 2010, a period
chosen specifically due to the relatively short
history of the particular market. Moreover, this
research used more strict criteria than those in
most of the previous literature in order to obtain
more reliable and representative sample firms as
illustrated in <Table 1>.
[Table 1] The Sampling Criteria
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1. The corporations were included in the
New KisValue database for Korea.
2. The corporations were listed in the
KOSDAQ at the end of December 2010.
3. The corporations should be included in
either the 'prime' or the 'venture' section
in the KOSDAQ, to be selected for the
sample data.
4. All the data for each corporation were
available

for

at

least

5

years

(2006-2010).
5. Financial and regulated industries were
not included in the sample.

This study screened only corporations classified
into the 'prime' and the 'venture' sections in the
KOSDAQ in comparison with the firms classified
into the 'middle-stage' and the 'new growth'
sections according to the regulations of the
Korea Exchange. The rationale to select the
sample firms belonging to these particular
sections is as follows: (1) Larger corporations in
size were likely to provide more reliable and
consistent financial data, especially from a
country with a less developed capital market.
Similar arguments were made in [28] and [29].
Even if the Korean capital market seems to be
regarded as closer or near-advanced markets,
those firms listed in the KOSDAQ have their
relatively shorter domestic history than that of
the firms listed in the Korea Exchange, as
describe in the previous section. Therefore, more
rigid or parsimonious set of the sample data for
the KOSDAQ firms may be necessary to obtain
more robust or reliable results. (2) In less
efficient capital markets, information
asymmetries between management and outside
investors, as presented in [30], may be less
severe for relatively large and long history of
corporations in the section such as 'prime' and
'venture' ones, among the four sections, taking
also into account the larger number of
shareholders and higher proportion of minority
interests, as similarly described in [31].
Dependent Variables(DVs):

This study utilized as the dependent variables
both the market-value and the book-value based
leverage ratios. The former (=MVLEV1) was
defined by the ratio of total liabilities at book
value to total liabilities plus total preferred stock
at book value plus common equity at market

value, while the latter (=BVLEV1) was calculated
based upon the ratio of total liabilities divided by
total assets. The common equity at market
value was determined by multiplying the closing
market price of common stock on the last trading
day by total number of common shares
outstanding at the fiscal year-end of each sample
firm during the period of 2006 to 2010. In
particular, the market value based debt ratio,
may be a more practical representation for the
Korean companies in which substantial
differences may exist between the market and
book value of real assets.[32] Moreover,
market-value based debt ratio, may be a better
specification from the theoretical perspective of
an optimal capital structure in modern finance
theory.
Regarding the five-year sample period covered in
this particular stduy, [33] presented that leverage
ratios tend to revert to their mean (or average)
in every five year interval. Therefore, the 5 year
sample period (2006 - 2010) has been employed
to test for the determinants of capital structure in
this particular study to find any determinants of
leverage for the sample firms belonging to
KOSDAQ.
The second proxy dependent variable(BVLEV2)
as times interest earned (=earnings before
interest and taxes(EBIT)/interest expense) has
been employed to take into account the fact that
this ratio has been particularly paid attention to
most domestic firms in Korea for its practical
usage, since the 'Asian financial crisis or
unstability' period in 1997 and 2008. This
particular variable (=BVLEV2) may provide more
crucial quantitative measure to estimate the
possibility of a firm's bankruptcy.
Finally, this study employed the two lags of
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leverage as the dependent variables for both at
market-value basis(MDIFFBVLEV) and
book-value basis(DIFFBVLEV) to reduce ant
possible autocorrelation in the sample data as
described in [34].
Independent Variables(IDVs):

In this study, ten independent variables(IDVs)
were employed for the domestic manufacturing
firms listed in the KOSDAQ stock market to
apply to the sample data, besides dummy
variables such as industry classifications, section,
and time as possible explanatory variables to
affect leverage. These variables may be the
generally used proxies, although sometimes they
showed conflicting results in the previous
researches.
First, profitability in this study was measured by
the ratio of earnings before interest and taxes
(EBIT) to book value of assets at the fiscal
year-end of each firm in every sample year. A
potential problem arising from a spurious
correlation between the market value based
leverage ratios and profitability as an
independent variable may be reduced to a large
extent after being scaled by book value of assets
instead of market value of assets, as also
described in [35] and [36]. Profitability was the
only statistically significant explanatory variable
among other major IDVs employed to affect the
level of leverage as tested in [37].
Second, the proxy for size was total assets at the
end of the fiscal year-end for each sample firm,
which has then been taken the natural logarithm.
Small sized firms may be more deviate from
their target capital structures than large sized
firms, due to higher adjustment costs in external

financing when raising new equity and retiring
debt.[38] Third, a proxy for growth was
calculated by using annual geometric average in
sales during the sample period (2006 to 2010) for
each sample firm. This proxy may be associated
with Myers’ theory that firms having more
opportunities in investments in intangible assets
may face higher degree of agency costs of debt.
[39] By employing market-to-book ratio as a
proxy for growth, [40] found that growth
companies tended to have significantly lower
long-term debt ratio than companies possessing
less investment opportunities.
Fourth, business risk, which was examined in
many previous studies, was proxied by the
'volatility' defined by the New KisValue
database as follows: The standard deviation of
annual stock returns times the square root of
total number of trading days during a year. For
example, if the standard deviation of annual
stock returns is equal to '1' and the total number
of trading days are 252, annual 'volatility'
employed in this study is calculated as 1 x
(252)1/2 = 15.87. In this particular research, the
measurement of a systematic risk, beta, was also
employed to test for its relation to the leverage
for the sample firms.
Moreover, it is particular interesting to test for
the relationship between the degree of ownership
by major shareholders and the leverage of a firm
listed in KOSDAQ. Due to the shorter history
and smaller size of firms in terms of market
value or assets, the degree of control or
supervision against management, may be less
weighed or directed by the external parties,
given the relatively higher frequencies of
management moral hazard including accounting
scandals, etc. This moral hazard may result in
excessive usage of debt, which thereby increase
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agency cost of debt between the debtholders and
the shareholders in a firm. On the other hand,
higher degree of 'foreign' ownership may protect
from any possible mismanagement of a firm in
KOSDAQ by enforcing the controlling function
against any morall hazard as well.
Coupled with other explanatory variable such as
the market- to book-value of equity (MVBV),
three dummy variables were employed as proxies
for industry, section, and time to determine the
levels of leverage. Finally, free cash flow(FCF)
employed in this study is defined as [earings
after corporate taxes - (net changes of the
amount of assets during a fiscal year)].
[Table 2] Definition of the Independent Variables
Definition
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equity
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'
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firm
Systematic

FCF

of a sample firm
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taxes
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Section
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a

fiscal year)
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categorizing
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'

p

r
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i

m

e

section'(=1) and
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'venture'
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3.2. Methodologies
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returns times the

value
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annual

total

rate

sales during the

/

value

fiscal year-end
S t a n d a r d

square

average

growth

and

assets

MVE

Annual

c o m p o u n d

fiscal year-end
Earnings before
taxes(EBIT)

M a r k e t

GROWTH

of

interest

Volatility

of

equity
Growth

of the amount of

Log

assets
PFT

value

value of equity

assets
Book

Profitability

b o o k -

book

There are three primary hypotheses tested in this
particular study, regarding any possible financial
characteristics on the capital structure of a firm
listed in the KOSDAQ market.
First, this study performed time-series
cross-sectional ordinary least squares (OLS) to
regress the DVs as the leverage ratios on the
explanatory variables, separately for the sample
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firms. The hypothesis on this issue is as follows T2006 = 1 if the year = 2006.
in order to find any financial determinants of the
0, otherwise.
capital structure for the firms listed in the
KOSDAQ:
T2007 = 1 if the year = 2007.
H0: The firms listed in the KOSDAQ shows
0, otherwise.
no statistically significant financial
characteristics affecting leverage in this T2008 = 1 if the year = 2008.
particular study.
0, otherwise.
H1: The firms listed in the KOSDAQ shows
at least, one statistically significant financial T2009 = 1 if the year = 2009.
characteristics affecting leverage ratio in
0, otherwise.
this study.
eit is the error term assumed to be normally
distributed, homoscedastic, and, after a check for
which came out not significant,
The model described below contains the eligible autocorrelation
variables (not all of which were chosen by the independent.
stepwise process, as we report in the next
section):
Moreover, this study separately used the
Leverageit = b0 + b1PFTit + b2INSIZEit
stepwise regression procedure in the multiple
regression analysis to take advantage of its
+ b3GROWTHit + b4MVBVit
ability to derive a parsimonious model that was
+ b5VOLATILITYit + b6MAJORSHAREit
relatively free of multi-collinearity, in the sense
every variable in the final model would be
+ b7MVEit + b8FOSit + b9FCFit + b10BETAit that
guaranteed to add significant incremental
predictive valueas as also described in [41]
+ b11SECTIONit + b12T2006it + b13T2007it
Second, subsequent to the results obtained from
+ b14T2008it + b15T2009it+ eit ,
the first hypothesis, it may interesting and useful
,where i = 1, 2, ......, n (companies), and t = from a managerial perspective to further
2006, 2007, ......, 2010.
investigate which financial characteristics of a
LEVERAGE = Book-value or market-value Korean firm increase the probability that the firm
based leverage ratios previously defined as is classified as a 'prime' section in comparison to
BVLEV1, BVLEV2, DIFFBVLEV, MVLEV, and a firm classified as a 'venture' section,
MDIFFBVLEV.
A relevant and robust-result test to find any
SECTION = 1 if a firm belongs to a 'prime' attributes to distinguish between the firms
belonging to the 'prime' section and the
section.
'venture' section according to the KOSDAQ
0, otherwise.
listing guidelines, was performed by the logistic
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regression analysis for the following related account the fact that this dummy variable played
hypothesis:
the role of an independent variable in the
previous (first) hypothesis, nine variables with
H0: Korean manufacturing firms belonging to time variables (including or not including the
the ‘prime' section in the KOSDAQ do not industry dummies), were employed to find some
have different mean value based financial of the financial characteristics which may
ratios from that of their counterparts discriminate between the firms belonging to the
belonging to the 'venture' section in the 'prime' and the 'venture' section from the
same exchange.
financial aspects. (PFT, INSIZE, GROWTH,
H1: Korean manufacturing firms belonging to MVBV, VOLATILITY, MAJORSHARE, FOS,
the 'prime' section in the KOSDAQ do have FCF, BETA)
different mean value based financial ratios Finally, in this study, since there are so far few
from that of their counterparts belonging to research on the tendency to industry mean
the 'venture' section.
reversion for the firms listed in the KOSDAQ, it
may be very interesting to find any trend or
pattern of possible reversion for the sample firms
The basic functional form of the logistic as follows:
regression model is as follows:
P(prime section) = e

a+b¢x

H0: The trend of the capital structure of a
firm listed in KOSDAQ is random with
respect to its industry mean (or median).

/ ( 1+ ea+b¢x) ,

, where P(prime section) is the probability
that a firm will be classified as a member firm
belonging to the 'prime' section of the KOSDAQ;
this probability is bounded between 0 and 1.
It labels α and β as the intercept and vector of
slope parameters, respectively.
x is a vector of independent variables at each
studied year.
The logistic regression is modeling the
previously mentioned probability by assigning
the dummy variable SECTION=1 (if a firm in the
sample was in the 'prime' section) and
SECTION=0 (otherwise, that is, the 'venture'
section) to the dependent variable. Taking into

H1: The trend of the capital structure of a
firm listed in KOSDAQ is statistically
significant (i.e. not random) with respect to
its industry mean (or median).

In particular, the methodology to test for the
possible reversion was performed in the context
of the non-parametric statistical methods, the
'Fisher exact probability' statistic. Taking into
account the distribution-free assumption of the
non-parametric method, this study also
implemented the test for industry 'median'
reversion as well as industry 'mean' reversion
described above. Fisher theorizes a statistical
method which gives the probability of the
observed or even more extreme configuration,
under the null hypothesis that no directionality
exists.[42]
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4.ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATIONS

(2) Market-value based leverage ratio as a
dependent variable:
4.1 Analyses
4.1.1 The multiple regression results:

(1) Book-value based leverage ratio as a
dependent variable (DV):

1) MVLEV1it = - 3.80* - 0.29PFTit*
+ 0.17INSIZEit*+ 0.063GROWTHit*
+ 0.0005MVBVit +0.0006VOLATILITYit*
+0.0004MAJORSHAREit -(4.10E-13)MVEit*
- 0.002FOSit* - (2.99E-13)FCFit
-0.091BETAit* -(9.82E-02)SECTIONit*
+ 0.01T2006it -(1.84E-02)T2007it
+0.102T2008it* - (6.42E-03)T2009it
(Note: * indicates that the independent variable
(IDV) is statistically significant at 5%.)

1) BVLEV1it = - 2.46* - 2.04PFTit*
+ 0.12INSIZEit* + 0.14GROWTHit*
+ 0.004MVBVit* +0.0007VOLATILITYit*
- 0.0001MAJORSHAREit - (1.51E-13)MVEit*
- 0.0018FOSit* - (2.94E-13)FCFit
-0.034BETAit* -(7.83E-02)SECTIONit*
+ 0.02T2006it + (2.03E-02)T2007it
+ 0.027T2008it + (4.86E-03)T2009it
(Note: * indicates that the independent variable 2) MDIFFBVLEVit = -3.72* - 0.13PFTit
(IDV) is statistically significant at 5% level.)
+ 0.15INSIZEit*+ 0.20GROWTHit*
+ 0.0010MVBVit +0.0006VOLATILITYit*
2) DIFFBVLEV it = - 2.51* - 0.15PFTit
+ 0.0005MAJORSHAREit - (3.58E-13)MVEit*
+ 0.10INSIZEit*+ 0.18GROWTHit*
- 0.002FOSit + (5.87E-14)FCFit
+ 0.004MVBVit* +0.0006VOLATILITYit*
- 0.092BETAit* - (1.07E-01)SECTIONit*
+ 0.0003MAJORSHAREit - (1.38E-13)MVEit*
- 0.0005FOSit - (3.18E-14)FCFit - 0.031BETAit + 0.05T2006it +(2.54E-02)T2007it
- 0.032T2008it - (1.90E-02)T2009it
-(8.90E-02)SECTIONit* + 0.03T2006it
(Note: * indicates statistically significant at 5%)
+ (1.96E-02)T2007it- 0.011T2008it
- (1.59E-02)T2009it
(Note: * indicates statistically significant at 5%)

4.1.2 The logistic regression results:
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MVLEV1

IDVs
Intercept
PFT
INSIZE
GROWTH
MVBV
VOLATIL
ITY
MAJORSH
ARE
FOS
FCF
BETA
T2006
T2007
T2008
T2009
Goodness

Coeffici
ent

(mean)

Chi-square

-58.5648
5.5347
2.2647
0.0524
0.0494

170.1745*
20.9127*
169.5810*
0.0101
12.6824*

-0.0101

2.5830

0.00468

0.7123

0.0382
5.88E-12
0.2146
1.1552
1.0311
0.7254
0.3627

8.4783*
2.3413
0.6999
11.3833*
9.0752*
4.1307*
1.3552

MVLEV1
(median)

552.7594*

of Fit

(Note 1) * : Significant at 5% level with respect
to the chi-square test.)
(Note 2) The coefficients were estimated by the
method of maximum likelihood (ML). The test
for overall goodness of fit was performed by the
likelihood ratio (LR) test, while the Wald test
was used to test for the significance of each
individual coefficient.

1.09

34

23

21

119

7E-0
9
1.78

33

25

22

117

7E-0
8

(Note):
Cell I = the number of firms belonging to
KOSDAQ which are above the industry mean (or
median) in the year of 2005 as a base year ,but
are closer to the industry mean (or median) after
5 years, the year of 2010.
Cell II = the number of firms belonging to
KOSDAQ which are above the industry mean (or
median) in the year of 2005 as a base year and
move further from the industry mean (or median)
after 5 years, the year of 2010.
Cell III = the number of firms belonging to
KOSDAQ which are below the industry mean (or
median) in the year of 2005 as a base year that
move further from the industry mean (median)
after 5 years, the year of 2010.
Cell IV = the number of firms belonging to
KOSDAQ which are below the industry mean (or
median) in the year of 2005 as a base year, but
are closer to the industry mean (or median) after
5 years, the year of 2010.

4.1.3 The Fisher exact probability test results:

4.2 Interpretations

BVLEV1
(mean)
BVLEV1
(median)

cell

cell

cell

cell

p-v

I

II

III

IV

alue
2.82

4.2.1

52

31

26

88

8E-0

regression analysis for the firm's leverage of

8
2,82

52

31

26

88

On

the

results

the KOSDAQ market.

8E-0
8
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of

the

multiple

(1) Book-value based leverage ratios:

(2) Market-value based leverage ratios:

As shown in the above analyses on the
book-value based debt ratios, the explanatory
variables such as profitability(PFT),
size(INSIZE), growth(GROWTH), market- to
book-value
of
equity(MVBV),
volatility(VOLATILITY), market value of equity
(MVE) and section dummy (SECTION) showed
their statistically significant effects on the
book-value based leverage ratios, respectively.
For the purpose of a cross-check, the results of
the same dependent variables utilized in the
stepwise regression procedures, confirms that 6
out of the total 7 significant explanatory or
independent variables indicated above, showed
their consistency to explain as the possible
determinants of book-value based leverage. (For
example, only PFT out of the seven IDVs, was
not found to be significant in the stepwise
regression.) The time dummy variables such as
T2006, T2007, T2008, T2009 did not show their
effects as the determinants of capital structure in
terms of a statistical meaning. Considering the
industry effects on the leverage which showed
their conflicting results in the previous literature,
the firms belonging to the industry of Publication
& Media (ind4) with a negative coefficient(-),
Transportation Equipments & Parts(ind12) with
a positive coefficient(+), Computer
Service(ind19)(+),
Telecommunication
Equipment(ind20)(-), or Transportation(ind24)(-)
showed their statistically significant effects as
possible characteristics in the stepwise
procedures. However, it was surprising that no
IDVs showed any statistically significant
relationship with the dependent variable
(BVLEV2) defined as EBIT/interest expense, in
this study.

Coupled with the test results on the book-value
base, the IDVs such as size(INSIZE),
growth(GROWTH), volatility(VOLATILITY),
market value of equity(MVE), beta(BETA) and
section dummy (SECTION) showed their
statistically significant effects on the
market-value based leverage ratios, respectively.
In the stepwise regression procedures to obtain
more general interpretations on the test results,
5 out of these total 6 significant IDVs showed
their consistency to explain as the possible
determinants of market-value based leverage.
(That is, VOLATILITY was not found to be
significant in the stepwise regression.) The time
dummy variables such as T2006, T2007, T2008,
T2009 did not also show their significant effects
as the determinants of capital structure as in the
book-value based test results. Regarding the
industry effects on the market-value leverage,
the firms belonging to the industry of
Transportation Equipments & Parts (ind12) with
a positive coefficient(+), Internet
Services(ind18)(-), or Software(ind18)(+),
indicated their statistically significant effects as
possible financial characteristics as well.
The followings are major financial implications
or interpretations on the results obtained from
the models:
Five IDVs showed their consistent and
statistically significant effects on the leverage
across the two types of measurement of capital
structure at book- and market- value bases. In
other words, INSIZE, GROWTH, VOLATILITY,
MVE, and SECTION are the most explanatory
variables to account for as the determinants of
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leverage.
First, size variable as INSIZE showed its
positively significant relationship with the
leverage ratios supporting that one of the major
hypotheses in finance that large, multi-product
firms can carry higher debt ratios than small,
one-product firms, since they are generally
less-risky, as also tested in [43]. This traditional
rationale to maintain higher debt ratios seemed
to be applied to the capital structure strategies
implemented by the KOSDAQ firms.
Second, the proxy for growth (GROWTH)
calculated by using the annual average compound
growth rate in sales also showed its positively
significant relationship with the level of capital
structure, indicating that the firms with higher
growth rates may maintain higher debt ratios
than their counterparts with lower burden of
debt. This positive relationship may not be
consistent with Myers’ arguments that firms
having higher opportunities in investments in
intangible assets may face agency costs of debt
to a greater degree, as also presented in [44].
Since firms classified into the KOSDAQ market
may be engaged in businesses with relatively
high growth opportunities, the results obtained in
this study may not be interpreted in the context
of the Myers' theory with their higher debt
ratios. However, a traditional study by [45]
indicated that growth may be positively related
to debt ratio because growth firms may have
more flexibility in organizing capital structure,
and debt may be more efficient and convenient
way to be financed and liquidated than equity
funds. Moreover, since the firms listed in the
KOSDAQ has relatively narrow capital markets
to access in comparison of the firms listed in the
KOSPI, this limitation may be one of the reasons
to account for the positive relationship between

the growth rate and the leverage ratios as found
in this study.
Third, while in traditional finance theory, a firm
with a stable earning stream may maintain
higher debt ratios supported by its lower default
or bankruptcy risk by keeping the promise on a
regular interest payment due, the result on the
variable of VOLATILITY relating to the stock
returns, showed its positive relationship with
leverage, which may not be consistent with the
traditional theory. This phenomenon may imply
that the traditional theory is not fully applicable
in implementing the capital structure, due to the
relatively short history and immature stage of
emerging capital markets including the KOSDAQ
as described. Regarding the market value of
equity(MVE)
the
so-called
as
market-capitalization, it showed its negatively
significant relationship with the level of debt.
This phenomenon may confirm that firms with
relatively high stock prices and/or size in the
KOSDAQ market, have more flexibility or choice
to access to equity market when raising the
capital, in comparison with the firms with
relatively small market-capitalization in the
domestic market.
Finally, this research found the negative
relationship between the dummy variable proxied
by SECTION and debt ratio, which indicate that
firms belonging to the 'prime' section maintained
lower level of leverage than firms belonging to
the 'venture' section do. From the perspectives
of the firms classified in the 'prime' section, the
result may be consistent with the well-known
'pecking order' theory presented in [46]: first, the
preference for internally generated funds and,
second, the preference for debt over equity if
external financing is required. Similar empirical
results confirming the theory was obtained by
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the study of [47] presenting the negative
relationship between profitability and debt ratio
for Korean sample firms. However, the result in
this study may also suggest an important
implication on the firms classified into the
'venture' section. For example, in the theory of
finance, firms engaged primarily in venture
businesses such as I/T related industries are
expected to maintain lower debt burden or ratios
to reduce the possibility of bankruptcy. This
rationale can be supported by the 'Range of
earnings chart' theory which shows the
relationship between earnings per share(EPS)
and earnings before interest and taxes(EBIT).
[48] Therefore, as found in this stduy, it may be
worthwhile for managers especially, in the firms
classified in the 'venture' section to pay more
attention to maintaining a lower level of debt
than their counter parties in the 'prime section',
when they plan to implement the capital
structure policies.

profitability, size, market- to book- value of
equity, foreign ownership of a firm in the
KOSDAQ increase, with the time dummies such
as the years of 2006, 2007, and 2008.
The followings are major financial implications
on the results obtained from the logistic model:
As expected, firms belonging to the 'prime'
section with stable earning streams of their
relatively mature stage of the business cycles,
seemed to maintain higher profitability than their
counterparts, which thereby result in the positive
coefficient of PFT (=5.5347). As found in the
logistic analysis, the market- to book-value of
equity(MVBV) ratio of the firms belonging to the
'prime sector' also showed higher mean value
than their counterparts. Firms with higher
MVBV in the 'prime section' seemed to be
consistent with the result obtained from the
previous multiple regression analysis in this
study, indicating that firms in the 'prime section'
especially maintained lower market-value based
debt ratio than their counterparts, due to the
higher market value of equity.
Finally, the result utilizing the logistic regression
analysis demonstrates that, as the proportions of
foreign ownership proxied by FOS can be larger,
the probability of firms to be classified into the
'prime' section increases, implying that foreign
investors (including institutional investors) are
currentlly more interested in investing in the
firms with larger-size and higher profitability
than investing in the firms in the 'venture'
section of the KOSDAQ market.

4.2.2 On the results of the logistic regression
analysis for the firm's leverage of the KOSDAQ
market.
The logistic model to test for the second
hypothesis of this study, was significantly
explained by the seven variables, as shown by
the significance of the overall goodness of fit test
at the 5% level. (In other words, PFT, INSIZE,
MVBV, FOS with T2006, T2007, and T2008,
were significant in the logistic regression
results.) All the seven variables were
significantly positive, while no variable was
significantly negative. Based upon the result, in
comparison with the 'venture section', it may be 4.2.3 The Fisher exact probability test results:
rationalized that the possibilities to be classified
into the 'prime section' are higher, when Concerning the third (null) hypothesis
hypothesizing that the trend of the capital
- 16 -

structure of a firm listed in KOSDAQ is random
with respect to its industry mean (or median),
this study found an interesting result that a firm
belonging to each corresponding industry has a
tendency for reversion toward its mean as well
as median leverage ratios over the tested period
(5 year). In other words, the leverage ratios of
firms listed in the KOSDAQ had a statistically
significant tendency to move toward both the
industry mean and the industry median over the
studied period, based upon both the market- and
the book-value. Based upon this result, this
study may give an important implication,
especially from the perspective of the firms
implementing their capital structure strategies,
since there are very few research on the
reversion of a firm's leverage toward its mean or
median ratios in the KOSDAQ market.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, comprehensive theoretical variables
tested in finance literature were employed to test
for their relationships with capital structure (or
leverage) as well as to compare the results with
those in the previous studies. These
explanatory or independent variables were
investigated, along with industry classifications
and time dummy variables, to account for the
book- and market-value based capital structures
of the manufacturing firms listed in KOSDAQ
during the most recent period from 2006 to 2010.
Regarding the data collection, this research used
very strict criteria to obtain more reliable and
representative sample firms to take into account
the fact of the relatively short history of the
KOSDAQ market, as described. For example,

only the firms listed in the 'prime' and 'venture'
sections of the KOSDAQ market were included
in the sampling criteria. Among the dependent
variables(DVs) to measure leverage at book- and
market-value, BVLEV2, the times interest
earned(TIE) as a proxy for leverage has also
been included to find the determinants of the
capital structure. Surprisingly, the test result on
this particularly defined leverage ratio showed
that no explanatory or independent variables
employed could not explain any relationship with
the DV, as possible financial attribute of capital
structure, which may, in turn, guarantee further
research to be investigated.
For the book-value based debt ratios,
size(INSIZE), growth(GROWTH), Market to
book
value
of
equity(MVBV),
volatility(VOLATILITY), market value of equity
(MVE) and section dummy (SECTION) showed
their statistically significant effects on the
book-value based leverage ratios, respectively.
Moreover, size(INSIZE), growth(GROWTH),
market value of equity(MVE), beta(BETA) and
section dummy (SECTION) showed their
statistically significant effects on the
market-value based leverage ratios, respectively.
This study also found that firms belonging to the
'prime' section may possess the following
characteristics identified, in comparison with
firms belonging to the 'venture' section: higher
profitability, larger size, higher market- to
book-value of equity, higher foreign ownership
by employing the logistic regression analyses.
In addition, historical stock market conditions
proxied by time dummy variable seemed to affect
the possibility of being a firm classified in either
the former or the latter section in the KOSDAQ
market, as shown in the previous section.
Finally, this study found an interesting result
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that a firm belonging to each corresponding
industry has a tendency for reversion toward
both its mean and median leverage ratios over
the 5 year tested period.
This study has several weaknesses to be
investigated in further research: First, as usually
implied, more general results may be obtained by
including a wide spectrum of industries and
employing the random sampling procedure if data
are available. It should also be recalled that the
similar or different results obtained from the
previous studies in comparison with the findings
in this research, might suffer from different
measures or definitions of the dependent and
explanatory variables, different time periods and
methodologies employed. Second, there could be
other explanatory variables which might have
affected the levels of capital structures for firms
listed in KOSDAQ, since the constant term
derived from the multiple regression models
which represented the average effects of omitted
variables, was strongly significant at the 5%
level of significance.
Despite these weaknesses or further research
examined, this study may shed new light on the
financial issues including the following
implications: First, taking into account the
higher debt ratios maintained by the firms in the
'venture' section of the KOSDAQ (than those in
the 'prime' section) tested in the first hypothesis,
firms with shorter history and engaged in the
I/T related businesses, may need to lower their
debt ratios to reduce the possibility of
bankruptcy. This rationale can be supported by
the 'Range of earnings chart' theory which
shows the relationship between earnings per
share(EPS) and earnings before interest and
taxes(EBIT). Second, the result tested in the
third hypothesis may give an important

implication, especially from the perspectives of
managers of the firms in KOSDAQ implementing
their capital structure strategies, since there are
so far, few research on the reversion of a firm's
leverage toward its mean or median ratios, as
presented earlier.
Since the financial crisis and unstable situations
in Korea in late 1997 and 2008, many domestic
firms have restructured their financial conditions.
The results found in this study may indicate
new trend of financial conditions of Korean
domestic firms, due to the fact that the data
were covering the most recent periods
(2006-2010), which can thereby find any new
characteristics of the capital structure for the
new "Corporate Korea". Moreover, multinational
corporations headquartered in the advanced
capital markets or the emerging capital markets
and engaged in overseas businesses, may take
into account the implications obtained from this
research, when establishing their own long run
capital structure, given the early stage of the
Korea-U.S. FTA (Free Trade Agreement) and
the Korea-EU FTA as well. From domestic
policy makers' perspectives, these results may
also be applied, when implementing their
financial or economic policies to prevent or
reduce any possibilities of credit risk which may
result in global and domestic financial unstability.
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